Elgin Heritage Commission
Design Review Subcommittee
Tuesday, July 28, 2020
6:00 p.m.
Elgin City Council Chambers
150 Dexter Court, Elgin, IL 60120
Agenda
A. Call Meeting to Order
B. Roll Call
C. Approval of Minutes
July 14, 2020
D. Recognize Persons Present
E. Old Business
F. New Business
1. 541 Wellington Avenue – Restoration of original siding and missing architectural
features; reconstruction of front porch; replacement of windows
2. 100 Oakwood Boulevard – Replacement of rotted doors to match existing, replace
curved railing on the balcony roof at west side with Azek composite material
3. 111 N. Liberty Street – Maintain vinyl windows installed without a permit
G. Other
H. Tabled Items
I.

Staff Comments

J. Adjournment
THE CITY OF ELGIN IS SUBJECT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT OF 1990.
INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES WHO PLAN TO ATTEND THIS MEETING AND WHO REQUIRED CERTAIN
ACCOMMODATIONS IN ORDER TO ALLOW THEM TO OBSERVE AND/OR PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING, OR WHO
HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE MEETING OR THE FACILITIES, ARE REQUESTED TO
CONTACT THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, ADA COORDINATOR AT (847) 931-5620 {TDD (847) 931-5616}
PROMPTLY TO ALLOW THE CITY OF ELGIN TO MAKE REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS FOR THOSE PERSONS.

Design Review Subcommittee
of the Elgin Heritage Commission
July 14, 2020
Proposed – Minutes
The meeting of the Design Review Subcommittee was called to order at 6:00 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers (Located on the 2nd floor of City Hall) by Chairman Wiedmeyer.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Joey Crist, Rebecca Hunter, Bill Ristow, Dennis Roxworthy, Scott Savel, and John Wiedmeyer
MEMBERS ABSENT:
None
CITY STAFF PRESENT:
Christen Sundquist, Historic Preservation
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
Motion made by Committee Member Ristow to approve the Design Review Subcommittee
minutes of June 23, 2020, as submitted.
The motion was seconded by Committee Member Crist.
The motion passed unanimously.
Motion made by Committee Member Roxworthy to approve the Historic Rehabilitation Grant
Review minutes of June 23, 2020, as amended: The date at the top of the page changed from
June 23, 2019 to June 23, 2020.
The motion was seconded by Committee Member Hunter.
The motion passed 5-0-1 (Savel abstained).
RECOGNIZE OTHER PERSONS PRESENT:
None
PROPERTIES ON AGENDA FOR DISCUSSION:
Old Business
None
New Business
171 Franklin Street – Installation of egress window and window well at southeast corner of
foundation.
ITEMS TABLED:
None
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NEW BUSINESS:
171 Franklin Street – Installation of egress window and window well at southeast corner of
foundation.
The applicant has submitted an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness to install one
egress windows at basement at the southeast elevation.
The applicant noted that there has been some structural damage at the southeast corner of
their home so they will be repairing that area as well.
Elgin Design Guideline Manual Specifications:
Windows
A.
Which are original should be preserved in their original location, size, and design and
with their original materials and numbers of panes (glass lights).
B.
Which are not original should not be added to primary facades or to secondary
facades where readily visible.
C.
Should be repaired rather than replaced, but if replacement is necessary, the
recommended replacement should be in-kind to match the originals in material and
design.

D.

E.
F.

G.

Windows clad in aluminum or baked-on aluminum are acceptable as replacement
windows for use throughout the structure. Factors to be considered in determining
whether the severity of deterioration of windows requires replacement shall include
but not be limited to the following factors: damage, excessive weathering, loss of
soundness or integrity of the wood, deterioration due to rot or insect attack, and
cost to repair. As to the factor of the cost to repair windows, a particular window
may be permitted to be replaced rather than repaired if the estimated cost to repair
the windows is more than the estimated cost of the purchase and installation of
appropriate replacement windows.
Which are original of steel or aluminum should be repaired with materials to match
the original. If repair is not feasible, replacement should be with new windows to
match the original as closely as possible in materials and dimensions. Aluminum
extruded windows are an acceptable replacement substitute for original steel sash
windows, as long as their size, shape and profile match the original windows.
Vinyl extruded windows are not permitted for use in historic districts.
Which are new should not have snap-on or flush muntins. True divided muntins are
preferred over these types of muntins which do not have the same appearance as
historic windows. New muntins which are an integral part of the window sash and
installed on both sides of the glass are preferable to snap-on simple grilles.
screens and/or storms should be wood or baked-on or anodized aluminum and fit
within the window frames.
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H.

that are approved for replacement may be fitted with new double-paned Low-E
glass that will improve the energy conservation on the interior. Only low-e glass that
does not contain a tint should be used.

Staff Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval of the Certificate of Appropriateness as submitted and with the
following conditions:
Window
1. The window shall be aluminum-clad wood window with the following dimensions 2”
stiles, 2” top rail, 3” bottom rail, 1” meeting rail (simulated meeting rail installed on the
exterior and interior;
a. The window shall have a simulated, horizontal meeting rail to mimic a double
hung window as found throughout the home;
2. 2” flat stock for the brick mold shall be installed around the opening
Light Wells
1. One window well to be installed at the location of the proposed egress window;
2. The light well around the proposed basement windows shall be round, corrugated
galvanized well;
3. The lip of the window wells are to have a maximum exposure of 2 inches above grade;
4. Must dig out 1’-6” – 2’-0” below bottom of window; area to be filled with pea gravel (for
drainage);
If a removable great is proposed to be installed, it shall not be visible and shall be placed below
the lip of the window well.
*****
Jesus Corral (contractor) was present for tonight’s COA discussion:
The subcommittee went over the specifications ensuring that the contractor understood what
was going to be approved. The contractor stated that he did understand. The subcommittee
also clarified to the contractor that the new window cannot be vinyl but must be either wood
or aluminum-clad wood and must simulate a double-hung, though it will be a casement
window.
Motion made by Committee Member Ristow to approve with staff recommendations.
The motion was seconded by Committee Member Crist.
The motion passed unanimously.
ADDITIONAL STAFF COMMENTS:
None
CORRESPONDENCE:
None
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ADJOURNMENT:
Motion to adjourn was made by Committee Member Savel.
The motion was seconded by Committee Member Crist.
The motion passed unanimously.
The meeting of the Design Review Subcommittee was adjourned at 6:16 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Christen Sundquist
Community Development Department

Approved:

AGENDA ITEM F1
Staff Comments
Meeting Date: July 28, 2020
Property Address: 541 Wellington Avenue
Property Owners: Ideen Ghaffari
Exhibit A: Aerial Map
Exhibit B: Sanborn Map - 1950
Exhibit C: Current Photos
Exhibit D: Inventory Form - Contributing
Exhibit E: COA Application
Exhibit F: Submitted Drawings
Project Background:
The applicant has submitted a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) to restore the
original siding on the house and replace any missing architectural features. In addition,
due to rot and damage by carpenter ants, the applicant is also proposing to reconstruct
the front porch in a design that matches the style of the home. The house was formerly
clad with aluminum siding. The applicant obtained a COA for the removal with the
condition that Staff conduct a site inspection following the completion of the siding
removal.
Staff conducted a site assessment on June 29, 2020. At that time the substitute siding
was removed. It was found that the original siding (clapboards) was in good condition
with select areas in need of replacement. Other missing elements include some window
hood/crown molding; crown molding at some areas of the fascia, bedmolding along the
friezeboard and attic vents. All elements to be prepped, primed and painted.
The front porch appears to be flush with the corner of the home as seen in the 1950
Sanborn map; however, the porch design appears to be earlier than 1950, possibly turnof-the century. It is listed a significant feature in the historic resources survey but it is
not original to the home.
Apart of the siding restoration and due to the rehabilitation of the interior of the
property, one window at the north elevation will be removed and new siding will be
weaved into the existing and a secondary door at the front porch is proposed to be
removed and new clear cedar siding installed.
Elgin Design Guideline Manual Specifications:
Wood Siding

A.

B.

C.

D.

Should be repaired rather than replaced, if original. If replacement is necessary,
wood siding and shingles should be replaced with new cement board or shingles
to match the original in size, placement, and design. Wood that has been
concealed beneath synthetic sidings such as aluminum, asbestos, or vinyl should
be repaired and the synthetic sidings removed. Following the removal of
synthetic sidings the original siding should be repaired to match the original,
caulked and painted. If the "ghosts" or outlines of decorative missing features
are revealed, these should generally be replicated and reinstalled. If these
features are not replaced they should be recorded through photographs or
drawings for future replication.
Should be insulated if the addition of the insulation does not result in
alterations to the siding. The creation of plugs or holes for blown-in insulation is
not acceptable.
Should have original asbestos shingles kept stained or painted. If asbestos
shingle siding is deteriorated or poses a health hazard, it may be removed and
replaced with wood or other substitute siding. Removal of asbestos siding should
follow hazardous material guidelines.
Should not be concealed beneath synthetic materials such as vinyl, masonite, or
aluminum, if original. Original siding should also not be concealed beneath
wood based materials such as particle board, gyp board, or press board. These
materials generally do not possess textures or designs which closely match
original wood siding. However, if more than 50% of the original siding material is
damaged beyond repair, or missing, substitute materials may be applied if the
following conditions are met:
a. the existing damaged siding materials are removed prior to the
installation of substitute materials;
b. Vinyl material is not permissible. Rather, cement board is and should be
smooth without knots and be accented with trim
c. Finger jointed board stock is acceptable, however, natural continuous
board stock is preferable for use as siding.
The application of these materials must not result in the concealment of or
removal of original decorative detailing or trim including window and door
surrounds. However, if no trim or surrounds exist then new wood trim in the
form of fascia, corner boards, base boards, molding and windows should be
installed.
Substitute materials should match the dimensions of the original wood siding
as closely as possible. The cement board should abut the wood trim and be
caulked to prevent moisture damage.

Paint Removal and Surface Preparation
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A.

B.
C.

Should be performed by manual scraping or by using appropriate chemical
removers. A paint shaver may be used, but with caution so as to avoid removal
of wood siding.
Should be performed cautiously when removing paint through heat plates or
heat guns to avoid unnecessary damage to the wood through charring or fire.
Should not be removed by abrasive techniques such as sand or water blasting
since this can damage the wood and introduce moisture into the building.

PORCHES
Porch design, materials, and placement are key defining characteristics of an historic
dwelling. Original porches should be maintained and repaired where needed. Porches
on the fronts of dwellings should not be enclosed with wood or glass for additional living
space. The screening of porches on the fronts of buildings is appropriate as long as the
open appearance of the porch is maintained. If replacement of porch features is
required, use materials to closely match the original. If the original porch is missing, a
new porch should be constructed based upon photographic or physical evidence. If such
evidence does not exist, base the design upon historic porches of similar dwellings from
the same time period and architectural style. In some cases turn of the century
dwellings had their original porches removed and replaced with “modern” porches in
the 1920s and 1930s which do not necessarily match the original style of the house. If
desired, these porches may be replaced with porches in keeping with the original
design; however, some of these porches have acquired significance in their own right
and can be preserved.
Enclosing porches on the front of a house or where readily visible is not appropriate or
recommended. Front porches should not be enclosed with glass, wood siding, or other
materials. Porches on the rear or sides of dwellings may be enclosed when not readily
visible from the street and if the height and shape of the porch roof is maintained.
Guidelines
A. should be maintained in their original design with original materials and
detailing.
B. should be repaired or replaced to match the original in design, materials, scale,
and placement.
C. should be screened only if the structural framework for the screen panels is
minimal and the open appearance of the porch is maintained. Screen panels
should be placed behind the original features such as columns or railings and
should not hide decorative details or result in the removal of original porch
materials.
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D. should have steps of the same material as the porch floor (e.g. porches with
wood floors should also have steps made of wood, not concrete or brick).
E. should have poured concrete steps if the porch, patio or terrace floor is made of
concrete (see section on Porch Steps).
F. should have wood tongue and groove flooring running perpendicular to the
façade, if the porch floor is made of wood.
G. should have trellises made of wood, if trellises are appropriate.
H. should be filled in as traditional for the type and style of the house, or with
decorative wood framed skirting, vertical slats, or lattice panels, if open areas in
the foundation exist.
I. should not be removed if original to the dwelling.
J. should not be enclosed with wood, glass, or other materials which would alter
the porch's open appearance.
PORCH COLUMNS AND RAILING
Original porch columns and railings should be retained and repaired with materials to
match the original. If the original porch columns and railings are missing, replacement
porch columns and railings should be appropriate for the dwelling's architectural style
and period; handrail height and style should be determined by photographs, paint
outlines, paint shadows, or similar homes in the area.
Porch columns often deteriorate first at the bottom next to the porch floor. If this is the
case, consider sawing off the deteriorated area and replacing this section rather than
replacing the entire column.
A note on porch railing height: Traditionally, the height of porch railing was based on the
height of window sills within the porch, and ranged anywhere from 24 to 30 inches. This
was done to provide a clear view from the inside of the house.
However, modern building codes require that railing heights be no less than 36 inches,
with an exception for historic properties if the lower height of the porch railing is judged
by the building official to not constitute a distinct life safety hazard in accordance with
the requirements of Section 3406 of the 2000 International Building Code – “Historic
Buildings.”
Drawings should be provided that properly integrate the porch features with the design
of the house.
Railing height less than 36 inches high will need to be reviewed by the building official so
as not to constitute a life safety hazard.
________________________________________________________________________
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Guidelines
A. should be preserved and maintained. Where repair is required, use materials to
match the original in dimensions and detailing.
B. should be rebuilt in historic designs if the original columns and railings have been
removed or replaced.
C. should have new balusters for the railing, if required. Porch balusters (also called
spindles) should be appropriate for the building's style and period. The height of
the railing should be in line with the window sill level, if present, and no greater
than 30 inches in height.
PORCH STAIRCASES AND STEPS
Most of Elgin's pre-1945 dwellings were built with wood steps leading to the door or
front porch. Since steps are readily exposed to the sun and rain they require continual
maintenance and repair. In many cases the original wood steps have been removed and
replaced with steps of concrete. Concrete was widely used for porch steps after early
1900 and these original stairs should also be repaired and retained.
Guidelines
A. should be retained in their original location and configuration, if original to the
property. Wood and concrete steps should be repaired with materials to match
the original.
B. should be replaced with wood rather than brick or concrete, if the porch floor is
made of wood.
C. should have their tread constructed in either 5/4x12 or 2x12 lumber. The ends of
the treads should be bull-nosed and overhang the riser by no less than 1 inch.
D. Should have newel posts and balusters, treads and risers, to match original porch
construction.

Staff Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval of the Certificate of Appropriateness as submitted and with
the following conditions:
Siding and Spot Replacement of Architectural Elements
1. Damaged siding shall be repaired, epoxy preferred
2. Nail holes must be patched with putty, epoxy preferred.
3. New siding shall be installed only as necessary with replacements-in-kind (clear
cedar, no knots 1/2 x 6 beveled, smooth side out) to match the original siding
profile, size and details. New siding shall be weaved into the existing siding.
________________________________________________________________________
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4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

All replacement wood material shall be clear (no knots), cedar preferred and
installed smooth side out.
All deteriorated trim boards, crown molding, and sills that are beyond repair
shall match the existing in kind (size, profile, design) or match the profiles of
ghost lines, if missing.
Missing architectural features such as the bedmolding at the friezeboard, and
crown molding shall be recreated to match the profiles of existing historic
pieces.
Any trim and cornerboard (5/4x4 with tear drop molding at corner)
replacement shall sit proud of siding.
Entire home shall be prepped, primed and painted.

Front Porch
1. The handrail shall have a 2x6 (ripped down to 4” width), beveled, minimum 10
degrees, ¾” cove or ¾” coved subrail, 2x2 (1 ½” x 1 ½” actual) square balusters
with sharp edges, with a maximum of 2” spacing. That the bottom rail is a 2x6
(ripped down to a 4” width) with chamfered edges, installed 3” above finished
floor.
2. That the stair treads shall 5/4” x 12 (recommended) or 2x12 and bull-nosed on 3
sides and overhang the risers a minimum of 1 ½”. Installation of a ¾” PVC cove or
treated wood cove to be installed under stair tread overhang around all 3 sides
and coped at the ends. Pressure treated wood or composite material is
acceptable for the treads. Rot resistant wood shall be used for the remaining
stair construction.
3. That the columns shall be 6x6 with a decorative capital and shall be constructed
out of rot resistant wood. In addition, 1x base wrap chamfered at the top edge
shall be installed at the base of the newel post with quarter-round PVC installed
at the bottom edge at the decking. A simplistic column with chamfered edges is
also acceptable.
4. That the newel post shall be 6x6 to match size of the proposed columns. That the
newel posts shall match the recommended sketch with a decorative ball cap and
shall be constructed out of rot resistant wood.
5. The porch flooring shall be 1x4 tongue and groove and installed perpendicular to
the house. The porch floor shall extend past the top rimboard by at least 1 inch.
Pressure treated wood or composite material (recommended) is acceptable.
6. The guardrail height shall be installed to align with the tops of the existing
window sills, approximately 30 inches above the floor.
7. The skirting shall consist of 1x8 cornerboards, 1x4 vertical frame board against
the porch, 1x8 top rimboard and a 1x4 bottom rimboard all to be flush with the
stair stringer. 1x4 vertical skirting boards shall be installed behind the top and
bottom rimboards and spaced 1 inch apart.
8. The fascia shall be 6 inches in height with a 3 inch crown molding.
9. The porch ceiling shall be tongue and groove beadboard.
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10. 2 inch bed molding shall be installed on either side of the box beam perimeter.
11. All materials shall be of rot resistant wood.
12. All new porch elements to be primed and painted.
13. The roof shingles shall match the main roof shingles as close as possible.
14. If a gutter is proposed to be installed, it shall be half-round, no more than 6
inches in diameter, colored to match the color of the new porch fascia with
round downspouts.
15. Attic vents to be of wood in a traditional slat design.
16. New front door to be of wood or smooth fiberglass and be 1 lite over 2 raised
panels.
17. All other details shall match the submitted sketch.

Respectfully submitted,

Christen Sundquist,
Community Development Department
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Add wood attic vent
Add bedmolding where
missing to match "ghost
marks". Profile should
match what is found at the
porch

New door to be 1
lite over 2 panel
door or 2 lite over 2
panel, smooth
Window crown
fiberglass or all
molding, where
wood
missing, should
match the design
above the door

Remove metal cap

Use this
bedmolding profile
to recreate it where
missing below the
soffits

Install new clear
cedar (no. 1 no
knots) siding to
match the original
exposure

Add louvered wood
attic vent

Missing bedmold to
be recreated and
reinstalled

Remove metal cap

Existing bedmold
here should be used
to recreate the
missing bedmold at
the main house
soffits
Stairs to match
sketch

If proposed to be
removed, salvage
historic flat panel
door. Install new
clear cedar siding to
match the existing in
kind.

If decking is okay, scrape and paint. If it
needs replacement use 1x4 tongue and
groove - rot resistant wood or composite

If sill is rotted,
replace to match
the existing
Match the crown
molding above the
front door to
recreate missing
molding.

Missing bedmold

Install new fascia simple design to
match the existing.

Install wood
louvered attic vent
and missing clear
cedar siding

Missing bedmolding

Weave in new clear
cedar siding where
damaged/missing

If you are proposing to relocate
this window, make sure to
provide drawing of propose
interior layout so that the
Commissioners can see there
is a reason for its relocation.
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home.
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AGENDA ITEM F2
Staff Comments
Meeting Date: July 28, 2020
Property Address: 100 Oakwood Boulevard
Property Owners: City of Elgin
Exhibit A: Aerial Map
Exhibit B: Current Photos
Exhibit C: Inventory Form - Significant
Exhibit D: COA Application
Project Background:
The applicant has submitted a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) to replace
deteriorated elements on the property including replacement of three non-original
doors (east elevation paired doors, men’s and women’s bathroom doors) to match the
existing in kind (design, size and material); general repairs at the top rimboard at north
elevation stairs; and replacement of the balcony balustrade with composite materials.
The paired doors and the bathroom doors were installed in the 1990s during the first
renovation of the building. They are of wood and are showing rot with several holes.
There are original doors that are covered on the porch that will not be removed but may
need some repairs such as realignment.
The balcony balustrade is open to the weather and is showing severe signs of
deterioration. In 2001, the City went before the Design Review Subcommittee to
propose installing a composite material for the handrails that were open to the weather
at the south and east elevation stairs. A mockup was provided to the Commission of
which was approved. The proposed design for the balcony balustrade will match the
historic handrail profile as close as possible, though there are slight differences.
However, due to the location of the balustrade, and not being seen close up, the slight
difference will not be noticed. The composite material is also being proposed as it can
be formed to make the curve of the existing balustrade.
The original, historic balustrade is on the porch level at the curved section.
Elgin Design Guideline Manual Specifications:
PORCHES
Porch design, materials, and placement are key defining characteristics of an historic
dwelling. Original porches should be maintained and repaired where needed. Porches
on the fronts of dwellings should not be enclosed with wood or glass for additional living

space. The screening of porches on the fronts of buildings is appropriate as long as the
open appearance of the porch is maintained. If replacement of porch features is
required, use materials to closely match the original. If the original porch is missing, a
new porch should be constructed based upon photographic or physical evidence. If such
evidence does not exist, base the design upon historic porches of similar dwellings from
the same time period and architectural style. In some cases turn of the century
dwellings had their original porches removed and replaced with “modern” porches in
the 1920s and 1930s which do not necessarily match the original style of the house. If
desired, these porches may be replaced with porches in keeping with the original
design; however, some of these porches have acquired significance in their own right
and can be preserved.
Enclosing porches on the front of a house or where readily visible is not appropriate or
recommended. Front porches should not be enclosed with glass, wood siding, or other
materials. Porches on the rear or sides of dwellings may be enclosed when not readily
visible from the street and if the height and shape of the porch roof is maintained.
Guidelines
A. should be maintained in their original design with original materials and
detailing.
B. should be repaired or replaced to match the original in design, materials, scale,
and placement.
C. should be screened only if the structural framework for the screen panels is
minimal and the open appearance of the porch is maintained. Screen panels
should be placed behind the original features such as columns or railings and
should not hide decorative details or result in the removal of original porch
materials.
D. should have steps of the same material as the porch floor (e.g. porches with
wood floors should also have steps made of wood, not concrete or brick).
E. should have poured concrete steps if the porch, patio or terrace floor is made of
concrete (see section on Porch Steps).
F. should have wood tongue and groove flooring running perpendicular to the
façade, if the porch floor is made of wood.
G. should have trellises made of wood, if trellises are appropriate.
H. should be filled in as traditional for the type and style of the house, or with
decorative wood framed skirting, vertical slats, or lattice panels, if open areas in
the foundation exist.
I. should not be removed if original to the dwelling.
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J. should not be enclosed with wood, glass, or other materials which would alter
the porch's open appearance.
PORCH COLUMNS AND RAILING
Original porch columns and railings should be retained and repaired with materials to
match the original. If the original porch columns and railings are missing, replacement
porch columns and railings should be appropriate for the dwelling's architectural style
and period; handrail height and style should be determined by photographs, paint
outlines, paint shadows, or similar homes in the area.
Porch columns often deteriorate first at the bottom next to the porch floor. If this is the
case, consider sawing off the deteriorated area and replacing this section rather than
replacing the entire column.
A note on porch railing height: Traditionally, the height of porch railing was based on the
height of window sills within the porch, and ranged anywhere from 24 to 30 inches. This
was done to provide a clear view from the inside of the house.
However, modern building codes require that railing heights be no less than 36 inches,
with an exception for historic properties if the lower height of the porch railing is judged
by the building official to not constitute a distinct life safety hazard in accordance with
the requirements of Section 3406 of the 2000 International Building Code – “Historic
Buildings.”
Drawings should be provided that properly integrate the porch features with the design
of the house.
Railing height less than 36 inches high will need to be reviewed by the building official so
as not to constitute a life safety hazard.
Guidelines
A. should be preserved and maintained. Where repair is required, use materials to
match the original in dimensions and detailing.
B. should be rebuilt in historic designs if the original columns and railings have been
removed or replaced.
C. should have new balusters for the railing, if required. Porch balusters (also called
spindles) should be appropriate for the building's style and period. The height of
the railing should be in line with the window sill level, if present, and no greater
than 30 inches in height.
Staff Recommendation:
________________________________________________________________________
Christen Sundquist
Historic Preservation Planner

Staff recommends approval of the replacement of the paired entrance doors and the
bathroom doors to match the existing in kind as well as general repairs to match the
existing in kind.
Staff cannot recommend approval of the replacement of the balcony balustrade as the
material, composite for top and bottom rails and spindles do not meet the guidelines.
However, if the Design Review Subcommittee recommends approval due to the location
of the balustrade (minimally visible) staff would recommend the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

New balustrade shall match the original as close as possible;
1 ½” spindles with sharp, square corners;
Spacing of the spindles to match existing spacing approximately 4 inches;
The height, width and profile of the top and bottom rails shall match the historic
design as close as possible;
5. Height of the overall balustrade shall match the existing;
6. Newel posts shall remain but may be repaired if they are found to be
damaged/deteriorated.
Respectfully submitted,

Christen Sundquist,
Community Development Department

________________________________________________________________________
Christen Sundquist
Historic Preservation Planner
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park pavillion
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park
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Revival
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2
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wood clapboard
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OR PLAN
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LANDSCAPE FEATURES
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WINDOW

wood

MATERIAL,
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veranda
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Zip:
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Street Address:
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Telephone Day: (_

Applicants relationship to Owner:

Contractor

Lessee/ tenant

Architect

Other:

TYPE OF WORK ( Check All That Apply)
Exterior Alteration /repair ®

New construction

Primary Structure
Addition

Garage / outbuilding
Other:
Cc

Length of time requested for [
project

4

Demolition

Whole Primary Structure
Part Primary Structure
Garage / outbuilding

Relocation of building
rat c !

Y6 months
12 months

completion:

In consideration of this application and attached plans and specifications being made a part thereof, Me will conform to all of.the
regulations set forth in the City of Elgin; Illinois Codes and Ordinances.

Me further agree that all work will be in accordance with the plans and specifications which accompany this application, except for

such changes as may be authorized or required by the Building Official. On completion of the work, Uwe agree to notifiy the Permit
Officer at (847) 931 -5920 and Historic Preservation Specialist at (847) 931 -5943 to schedule an inspection of the property.

Uwe further agree to post a copy of the Certificate of Appropriateness ( COA) along with he permit on the subject premises in a place of
N '

p0
Owner /authorized Agent Signature

Date

A Certificate of Appropriateness COA) is Hereby Authorized
COA

Historic Preservation
Approval

Date:

No:

4

13

S ecial' t:

f0

Completion Date:

Permit No:

If unable to complete the worl by the stipulated date, you may apply for an extension of the COA. Extensions may be
granted upon submission of proper documentation. The Certificate of Appropriateness ( COA) is provided at no cost. Please
remember that Building Permits are required in addition to the COA.
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Check each work item for which

aa0pN

at i}s,mggested:

Architectural Feature (Decorative
Ornamentation)

Awning or Canopy
Curb Cut

Po ch - Maintenance and Minor Repair
ch - Major Repair and Reconstruction
Retaining Walls
Roof (Change in Shape, Features, Materials)

Deck

Satellite Dish

Door

Security Doors or Windows

Fence

Sidewalks

Gutters

Shutters

Siding

Light Fixture
Mechanical

System

Signs

Units

Masonry Cleaning, Repointing, Painting

Solar Collectors

Material Change ( wood, brick, etc.)

Storm Doors or Windows

Painting ( paint removal, etc.)

Windows, Skylights

Paving ( Parking Lot, Driveways, Landscaping) -.

Other:

List and describe in detail all work to be done for each item in the space provided on the following page
Include the following materials where appropriate and check appropriate box if included

A. Drawings, photographs, specifications; manufacturer' s illustrations or other description of proposed changes to the
building' s exterior. To -scale drawings with dimensions will be required for major changes in design, e. g., roofs,
facades, porches, and other prominent architectural features.

B. If application is for any feature not on the primary structure, include a site plan.

0 C. If material changes are proposed, include samples.
NEW CONSTRUCTION / ADDITIONS

Include the following materials where appropriate and check appropriate box if included
For primary structure, outbuilding or addition:
1. Site plan with measured

distances.

2. Elevation drawings of each facade. with dimensions and specifications which clearly illustrate the exterior
appearance of the project.-

3. Drawings, photographs, samples, manufacturer' s illustrations, or other description of material to be used.

Drawings or other description of site improvements, e. g., fences, sidewalks, lighting, pavements, decks.

DEMOLITION
1.

Describe

OF STRUCTURE

the structure' s condition

and reason for demolition.

2. Describe the proposed reuse of the site, inclu.;; ng drawings of any proposed new structure or landscaping.
3. If economic hardship is claimed, include evidence that hardship exists ( criteria are available upon request).
RELOCATION OF STRUCTURE
1. Explain what building will be moved, where, why and if there are any proposed changes.
2. If a building will be moved into the district from outside, include photographs.

3. Include a site plan showing proposed location of the structure on the new parcel. Describe any site features which may
be altered or distributed, e. g., foundations, walls, vegetation.

PLEASE RETURN APPLICATION FORM AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION TO:
Historic Preservation Specialist

City of Elgin
150 Dexter Court
Elgin IL 60120
847) 931 - 5943

AGENDA ITEM F3
Staff Comments
Meeting Date: July 28, 2020
Property Address: 111 N. Liberty Street
Property Owner: Juan Zuniga
Exhibit A: Aerial Photograph
Exhibit B: Current Photos
Exhibit C: Inventory Form – Non-Contributing
Exhibit D: COA Application

Project Background:
The COA application has been filed as a corrective action to the following violations:
1. Installation of vinyl windows without a COA.
The applicant has installed vinyl windows throughout the home and is requesting to
maintain them. Staff has advised the applicant that the Design Guidelines do not permit
the installation of vinyl windows. The applicant noted that they are trying to sell the
home and have done several improvements at the interior. This included shortening the
kitchen windows found at the south elevation of the home.
Staff conducted a site visit along with Chairman Wiedmeyer on June 19, 2020 and found
that all the windows were replaced with exception of an aluminum-clad wood window
(Jeld-Wen W-2500 series ) found at the front elevation of which the applicant received
approval from the Design Review Subcommittee in 2013.
The majority of the windows were replaced with Climate Guard windows which were
dated February 21, 2020.
The applicant also indicated that if he can’t maintain all of the vinyl windows as is, then
their request is to only replace the street facing vinyl windows.
Elgin Design Guideline Manual Specifications:
Windows
A.
Which are original should be preserved in their original location, size, and design
and with their original materials and numbers of panes (glass lights).
B.
Which are not original should not be added to primary facades or to secondary
facades where readily visible.

[Type here]
C.

D.

Repair is preferable to replacement, but if replaced the recommended
replacement should be in-kind to match the original window profile in material
and design.
The replacement of a building’s original wood or steel windows will be deemed
acceptable if the replacement in-kind is as close of a match as possible to the
original window’s material, profile, and configuration. “Replacement-in-kind”
windows are windows that closely match the original window material and form
(style, dimension, texture, and detailing).
Wood replacement windows for original or non-original windows will also be
considered provided that the proposed window profile will continue to
complement the historic character of the building and district.
Replacement windows will be considered upon consideration of a submitted
photo of the existing window or a drawing which identifies the dimensions of the
existing sash and as applicable, muntins, mullions, transoms, and any other
window details is submitted. A manufacturer’s specification or standard cut
sheet with the replacement window details will also be required prior to window
replacement approval.
The replacement of just the sash with new sash installed to fit the existing frame
rather than the replacement of an entire window is recommended and
preferred. Window openings may not be modified to accommodate a
replacement window.

E.

F.

G.

Windows clad in aluminum or baked-on aluminum are acceptable as
replacement windows for use throughout the structure. Factors to be considered
in determining whether the severity of deterioration of windows requires
replacement shall include but not be limited to the following factors: damage,
excessive weathering, loss of soundness or integrity of the wood, deterioration
due to rot or insect attack, and cost to repair. As to the factor of the cost to
repair windows, a particular window may be permitted to be replaced rather
than repaired if the estimated cost to repair the windows is more than the
estimated cost of the purchase and installation of appropriate replacement
windows.
Which are original of steel or aluminum should be repaired with materials to
match the original. If repair is not feasible, replacement should be with new
windows to match the original as closely as possible in materials and dimensions.
Aluminum extruded windows are an acceptable replacement substitute for
original steel sash windows, as long as their size, shape and profile match the
original windows.
Vinyl extruded windows are not permitted for use on structures that are
determined to be significant or contributing to the overall character of the

________________________________________________________________________
Christen Sundquist
Historic Preservation Planner

[Type here]

H.

I.
J.

historic district or landmark. On structures determined to be non-contributing by
virtue of vintage or date of construction outside of the period of significance of
the historic district in which they are located, the installation of replacement
windows will be allowed provided that:
a. The replacement windows are of a material appropriate to the time
period or architectural style of the building, and
b. The replacement windows are built to match the size of the opening, the
original window configuration, and to the greatest extent possible, the
profile and detail appropriate to the style of the building.
Which are new should not have snap-on or flush muntins. True divided muntins
are preferred over these types of muntins which do not have the same
appearance as historic windows. New muntins which are an integral part of the
window sash and installed on both sides of the glass are preferable to snap-on
simple grilles. Muntins that are permanently affixed to the exterior of the
window glass may also be permitted.
Screens and/or storms should be wood or baked-on or anodized aluminum and
fit within the window frames.
That are approved for replacement may be fitted with new double-paned Low-E
glass that will improve the energy conservation on the interior. Only low-e glass
that does not contain a tint should be used.

Staff Recommendation:
Staff does not recommend approval of the application as submitted, as the proposed
material (vinyl) does not meet the material requirements of the Elgin Design Guideline
Manual for Landmarks and Historic Districts.
However, if the Design Review Subcommittee finds replacement of the street facing
windows acceptable staff would recommend the following:
1. Windows at the west (front) elevation: 4 total and windows at the south
elevation: 9 total (see attached image for replacement windows) shall be
replaced with Jeld-Wen W2500 series aluminum-clad wood window to match
the approved 2013 window found at the first floor, west (front) elevation.
Respectfully submitted,
Christen Sundquist,
Community Development Department

________________________________________________________________________
Christen Sundquist
Historic Preservation Planner
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ELGIN HISTORIC DISTRICT
ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORICAL SURVEY 2008/2009

City of ELGIN
STREET #

111

DIRECTION

N

STREET

LIBERTY

ABB/ UNIT

ST

PIN

0613278004

ADDITIONAL PIN
LOCAL SIGNIFICANCE RATING

Non-Contributing

POTENTIAL IND NR? (Y or N)

No

Image found and displayed.

CRITERIA
CONTRIBUTING TO A NR DISTRICT? Contributing
CONTRIBUTING SECONDARY
STRUCTURE?
LISTED ON ORIGINAL NATIONAL
REGISTER SURVEY

Non-Contributing
Non-Contributing

\Hans Klemmer\Liberty 111 n a.jpg

ID #
473

GENERAL INFORMATION
CATEGORY

Building

CURRENT FUNCTION

Multi-Family

CONDITION

Fair

HISTORIC FUNCTION

Single Family

INTEGRITY

Major alterations and/or additions

SECONDARY STRUCTURE

Garage

REASON for
SIGNIFICANCE

SECONDARY STRUCTURE

None

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION

No Style

PLAN

Irregular

NUMBER OF STORIES

2

Circa

ROOF TYPE

Gable

Circa

ROOF MATERIAL

Asphalt Shingle

DETAILS
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION

1890

OTHER YEAR
DATE SOURCE

Other

FOUNDATION

Concrete Block

WALL MATERIAL (current)

Aluminum Siding

PORCH

Entry

WALL MATERIAL 2 (current)

WINDOW MATERIAL

Wood

WALL MATERIAL (original)

WINDOW MATERIAL

WALL MATERIAL2 (original)

WINDOW TYPE

Double Hung

WINDOW CONFIG

1/1

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES

Original style and massing obscured by additions

ALTERATIONS

siding, large front windows, metal awning, metal railings

111 LIBERTY ST

City of ELGIN

ELGIN HISTORIC DISTRICT
ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORICAL SURVEY 2008/2009

HISTORIC INFORMATION
HISTORIC NAME
COMMON NAME
PERMITS

COST

$0.00

Image found and displayed.

ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT SOURCE
BUILDER
HISTORIC INFO

Steve Smith owned
1897 Home of Horace James- employee
publishing house
\Hans Klemmer\Liberty 111 n b.jpg
Date Sourece: LPS, EDN 6/5/1911, 1920,
PDR-pre1897

Image found and displayed.

LANDSCAPE

Interior lot, chain link fence

PREPARER

S. Alkema

PREPARER
ORGANIZATION

Allen+Pepa Architects

SURVEY DATE

8/22/2008

SURVEY AREA

Elgin Historic District

FORM STATUS

Completed

\Hans Klemmer\Liberty 111 n c.jpg

Image found and displayed.
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111 LIBERTY ST

CLIMATEGUARD

ORDER NO.:

Windows - Doors

REMODELERS SUPPLY CENTER

DATE:

2622 N. PULASKI ROAD * CHICAGO, IL 60639-2118
Phone: (773) 278-3600 * Fax: (773) 235-6712

SOLD
TO

101554
STA CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
977 CHARLELA LANE
ELK GROVE VILLAG, IL 60007
847-414-1251

SALESPERSON

sabina

PU
111 N LIBERTY ST
ELGIN, IL 60120

TAX EXEMPT NUMBER

*** ADRIAN ***
METHOD OF PAYMENT

VI 4XXXXXXXXXXX4992

APPROVAL NUMBER

PICKUP
APPROVED BY

CASH POINTS

05179D

36898

ITEM / DESCRIPTION

PICK UP

02/21/2020

Page 1 of 3

SHIP
TO

CUSTOMER ORDER NO.

CMP633951

QUANTITY

UNIT PRICE

EXTENSION

COPY - NOT VALID UNLESS SIGNED BY MANAGER ______________ REASON ______________

WORK ORDER
WHP

WHP

WHP

WHP

WHP

18234761 C G ULTRAVIEW 2550-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
D H WHITE
UF: .30 W 20 1/4 X H 62 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: 1/2-SCRN, E-270/FREE NEAT
18234761 C G ULTRAVIEW 2550-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
D H WHITE
UF: .30 W 27 1/2 X H 53 1/2 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: 1/2-SCRN, E-270/FREE NEAT
18016816 WINDOW UNIT/RSM
2 WNDOW MULL UNIT
W 46 1/2 X H 62 EXACT SIZE
QTY 2
C G ULTRAVIEW 2550-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
D H WHITE
UF: .30 W 23 1/4 X H 62
OPTS: 1/2-SCRN, E-270/FREE NEAT
QTY 1
WINDOW UNIT EXTRA/RSM
C G 2000 VYL MULLION #6.25
18024417 C G ULTRAVIEW 2000-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
2 LITE SLIDER WHITE
UF: .30 W 40 1/2 X H 25 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: 1/2-SCRN, E-270/FREE NEAT
TEMP SNOW/1-SD
18024412 C G ULTRAVIEW 2000-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
ENERGY * P W WHITE
UF: .27 W 71 1/2 X H 58 1/2 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: E-270/FREE NEAT

PLEASE

2

8

1 UN

1

1

PRINT NAME
SIGN NAME

ALL returnable merchandise MUST be returned within
45 days of purchase to receive any refund, credit or
exchange and MUST be accompanied by this receipt.
Please verify all items PRIOR to installation.

CONTINUED

CLIMATEGUARD

ORDER NO.:

Windows - Doors

REMODELERS SUPPLY CENTER

DATE:

2622 N. PULASKI ROAD * CHICAGO, IL 60639-2118
Phone: (773) 278-3600 * Fax: (773) 235-6712

SOLD
TO

101554
STA CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
977 CHARLELA LANE
ELK GROVE VILLAG, IL 60007
847-414-1251

SALESPERSON

sabina

PU
111 N LIBERTY ST
ELGIN, IL 60120

TAX EXEMPT NUMBER

*** ADRIAN ***
METHOD OF PAYMENT

VI 4XXXXXXXXXXX4992

APPROVAL NUMBER

PICKUP
APPROVED BY

CASH POINTS

05179D
ITEM / DESCRIPTION

PICK UP

02/21/2020

Page 2 of 3

SHIP
TO

CUSTOMER ORDER NO.

CMP633951

36898
QUANTITY

UNIT PRICE

EXTENSION

COPY - NOT VALID UNLESS SIGNED BY MANAGER ______________ REASON ______________

WORK ORDER
WHP

WHP

WHP

WHP

WHP

18024417 C G ULTRAVIEW 2000-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
2 LITE SLIDER WHITE
UF: .30 W 53 1/4 X H 53 1/2 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: 1/2-SCRN, E-270/FREE NEAT
18024412 C G ULTRAVIEW 2000-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
ENERGY * P W WHITE
UF: .27 W 53 1/4 X H 53 1/2 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: E-270/FREE NEAT
18234761 C G ULTRAVIEW 2550-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
D H WHITE
UF: .30 W 23 1/2 X H 45 1/2 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: 1/2-SCRN, E-270/FREE NEAT
TEMP/1-SD
*** BOTTOM TEMP GLASS ***
18124327 C G PROSOURCE 500-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
2 LT SGL SLIDER WHITE
UF: .30 W 54 1/2 X H 16 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: E-270/FREE NEAT
18124327 C G PROSOURCE 500-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
2 LT SGL SLIDER WHITE
UF: .30 W 29 1/2 X H 16 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: E-270/FREE NEAT
**** SINGLE SLIDER 500 SERIES

PLEASE

2

2

1

1

4

PRINT NAME
SIGN NAME

ALL returnable merchandise MUST be returned within
45 days of purchase to receive any refund, credit or
exchange and MUST be accompanied by this receipt.
Please verify all items PRIOR to installation.

CONTINUED

CLIMATEGUARD

ORDER NO.:

Windows - Doors

REMODELERS SUPPLY CENTER

DATE:

2622 N. PULASKI ROAD * CHICAGO, IL 60639-2118
Phone: (773) 278-3600 * Fax: (773) 235-6712

SOLD
TO

101554
STA CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
977 CHARLELA LANE
ELK GROVE VILLAG, IL 60007
847-414-1251

SALESPERSON

sabina

PU
111 N LIBERTY ST
ELGIN, IL 60120

TAX EXEMPT NUMBER

*** ADRIAN ***
METHOD OF PAYMENT

VI 4XXXXXXXXXXX4992

APPROVAL NUMBER

PICKUP
APPROVED BY

CASH POINTS

05179D
ITEM / DESCRIPTION

PICK UP

02/21/2020

Page 3 of 3

SHIP
TO

CUSTOMER ORDER NO.

CMP633951

36898
QUANTITY

UNIT PRICE

EXTENSION

COPY - NOT VALID UNLESS SIGNED BY MANAGER ______________ REASON ______________

WORK ORDER
WHP

WHP

WHP

18124328 C G PROSOURCE 500-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
3 LT DBL SLIDER 25-50% WHITE
UF: .30 W 90 1/2 X H 16 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: E-270/FREE NEAT
18024412 C G ULTRAVIEW 2000-R VYL WINDOW THERMAL/RSM
ENERGY * P W WHITE
UF: .27 W 34 X H 37 EXACT SIZE
OPTS: E-270/FREE NEAT, MUT-SQ/1-SH
GRIDS/SASH: HORIZ 1, VERT 1
NOTES
READY FOR WED MAR.4

ENERGY * INDICATES ENERGY STAR QUALIFIED
PRODUCT MAY BE DISPOSED OF AT BUYER'S EXPENSE IF
NOT PICKED UP WITHIN 60 DAYS OF ORDER DATE.
*** SPECIAL ORDER - NO RETURNS OR EXCHANGES ***
YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE - PLEASE CHECK COLOR, SIZE,
STYLE, DESIGN AND SIGN BELOW

PLEASE

PRINT NAME
SIGN NAME

ALL returnable merchandise MUST be returned within
45 days of purchase to receive any refund, credit or
exchange and MUST be accompanied by this receipt.
Please verify all items PRIOR to installation.

1

1

Replace with JeldWen W-2500 Series

